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The Score:

According to director John Lamond, he was as much a Bernard Hermann film composer "freak", or 
buff, as director Richard Franklin, who had made the Hitchcock-inflected horror show Patrick. 

On the DVD commentary, Lamond cites Hermman's last two scores, for Scorsese's Taxi Driver and 
Brian de Palma's Obsession, and suggests that "we need another Bernard Hermann", especially 
now that Jerry Goldsmith is dead. 

Also in the DVD commentary, Lamond claims he gave composer Brian May many of Hermann's 
scores on LP - host Mark Hartley notes that Franklin made the same claim.

Lamond said he wanted a Psycho-type score. He played the Hermann LP for Brian and asked what 
the instruments were that Hermann had used. "It's about fourteen cellos, you know (imitating the 
sound of Hermann's main theme) … I said, give me that. We got the same thing, but it was a fairly 
small orchestra".

Lamond told May he wanted a killer theme of the kind that would suit a slasher picture. Hartley 
suggests to him that May seemed to have delivered only about ten minutes of music, which he just 
kept on looping over each of the killings.

Lamond naturally defended the score: "well it does seem like that way, but I said I want a Psycho-
type thing  … and the brief was only that we were doing subjective killer scenes so I suppose it's a 
killer theme that was used for everything else".

According to Lamond, May was a workaholic who liked to work at night, and he would frequently 
ring up Lamond in the middle of the night, and tell him to come over to listen to a cue. Lamond 
would get into his car and drive twenty miles to May's house in outer Melbourne to listen to the cue 
alongside the film.

May would later score Lamond's romantic comedy Breakfast in Paris and his action adventure romp 
Sky Pirates.

May's score for Nightmares seems to be one of the rare works of his that didn't make it on to LP or 
CD.

Composer Brian May:

Born 28th July 1934, composer Brian May began life in music studying piano, violin and conducting 
at the Elder Conservatorium in Adelaide. He joined the ABC in 1957, and formed the ABC Adelaide  
Big Band, and when he was 35, he moved to Melbourne to take charge of the ABC's Show Band 
there, making his radio debut with the band in 1969.

May started to record television underscore, most notably arranging and recording George 
Dreyfus's score for the ABC goldfields drama Rush.

May became interested in composing for feature films, and The True Story of Eskimo Nell was his 
first score. It also marked the beginning of a collaboration with director Richard Franklin, perhaps 
most successful in the 1977 thriller Patrick. In turn, this led to other film scores for producer Antony 
Ginnane, including Snapshot and Harlequin for director Simon Wincer, and perhaps most 
importantly to the score for Mad Max (though cultists will have a soft spot for Turkey Shoot in 1982).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_Herrmann


The story goes that producer Byron Kennedy and director George Miller were convinced there was 
no one in Australia who could compose the score for their film, but when they were having dinner 
one evening with Franklin, Miller asked what Bernard Hermann score was playing on Franklin's 
stereo. 

It turned out that it was May's score for Patrick, and so May got the gig. May would also do the 
score for the second Mad Max, but Universal preferred to go with Jerry Goldsmith when they gave 
the chance of making Psycho II to Franklin. May also lost out to Maurice Jarre for the third Max 
Max, and turned to writing the score for the TV mini-soap Return to Eden in 1986. 

May did write a few more horror film scores, but his later titles were not as appealing as his early 
work.

His wiki is here, but at the time of writing, it failed to mention his first feature film score - an 
important step in his career. The wiki is also careless with chronology.

There is a sympathetic study of his work here in the form of an obituary.

(Below: composer Brian May)

(Below: The Age 26th April 1977 and then The Age 2nd May 1977):
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